
More Jobs, Lower Tax Rates in Louisiana

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT #1
Why is this amendment important?
Louisiana ranks 49th out of 50 states in terms of how we collect sales taxes. Almost every other state has just 
one, while we have 54 local tax collectors with more than 100 different local tax rates. Louisiana businesses are 
required to remit sales taxes to these collectors separately, while out-of-state retailers like Wayfair have one 
simple portal. The current system puts our home-grown businesses at a disadvantage.

Vote YES on Constitutional Amendment #1 to streamline local sales tax collections

Why is this amendment important?
Louisiana’s complex tax code is a burden to business, meaning fewer jobs and less economic opportunity for 
Louisiana families. What’s more, one specific deduction – the “FIT,” or Federal Income Tax deduction, throws 
uncertainty into our state budget process. If Congress lowers taxes, state revenue goes up. If Congress raises 
taxes, state revenue goes down – that leaves funding for vital services like heath care in jeopardy.

• Cap personal income tax at 4.75% - that would be the lowest in the South and fourth lowest in the country
• Remove current individual income tax brackets from the State Constitution, allowing the Legislature to lower rates
• Remove the FIT requirement from Louisiana’s Constitution
• Lower rates in the 3 brackets for personal income tax, lowering the highest from 6% to 4.25%
• Collapse corporate tax brackets from 5 to 3, capping the highest at 7.5%
• Eliminate the Corporate Franchise Tax for 85% of filers and reduce the rate for remaining filers

Louisiana’s business tax climate currently ranks among the worst in the nation. Two 
amendments on the November 13 ballot would simplify our tax system, meaning 
lower tax rates and more jobs in Louisiana. We need your support for #1 and #2.

CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT #2

• Eliminate this outdated system and put our local businesses on equal footing with out-of-state competitors by 
creating a single commission made up of an equal mix of local and state government stakeholders

• This commission will have the authority to streamline electronic filing, remittance, and collection of sales taxes in 
an efficient manner, ensuring accuracy, transparency, and accountability

Constitutional Amendment #1 would streamline local sales tax collections:

Constitutional Amendment #2 would create a simpler system with lower rates:

Vote YES on #1 and #2

ELECTION DAY IS NOVEMBER 13 

Vote YES on Constitutional Amendment #2 to simplify our tax code

For more information, please visit OneAcadiana.org/2021CAR and UntangleMyTaxes.org

https://www.oneacadiana.org/2021CAR
https://untanglemytaxes.wordpress.com/

